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I compute the Lorentzian EPRL/FK/KKL spinfoam vertex amplitude at the first order for regular
graphs, with an arbitrary number of links and nodes, and coherent states peaked on a homogeneous
and isotropic geometry. This form of the amplitude can be applied for example to a dipole with
an arbitrary number of links or to the 4-simplex given by the complete graph on 5 nodes. All the
resulting amplitudes have the same support, independently of the graph used, in the large j (large
volume) limit. This implies that they all yield the Friedmann equation: I show this in the presence of
the cosmological constant. This result indicates that in the semiclassical limit quantum corrections
in spinfoam cosmology do not come from just refining the graph, but rather from relaxing the large
j limit.
I.NTRODUCTION
The covariant (path-integral) approach to quantum
cosmology consists in the computation of transition am-
plitudes between two quantum states that describe the
geometry of the universe This can be done in particular
in minisuperspace models , where the infinite number of
degrees of freedom of General Relativity is truncated to
a finite number.
In Loop Quantum Gravity all these ingredients are well
defined: the path integral is formulated in the spinfoam
formalism, where the sum is over possible geometries, the
states are spinnetwork states from which one can con-
struct coherent states peaked on a given geometry, and
finally the truncation on a graph of the theory provide
a natural way to obtain a finite number of degrees of
freedom. (For an introduction, see for example [1].)
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FIG. 1: Transition amplitude be-
tween two states defined on a
“dipole” graph. I consider only
the first order in the vertex ex-
pansion, i.e. there is only one ver-
tex in the bulk (spinfoam edges
are drawn with thicker lines).
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The EPRL/FK/KKL spinfoam amplitude [2–7] has
been evaluated in the Euclidean framework for a ho-
mogeneous isotropic geometry on a particularly simple
graph, and given a tentative cosmological interpretation
[8], opening up the possibility of studying quantum cos-
mology directly from the spinfoam formalism.
Various questions remain to be addressed, however, in
order to make such spinfoam cosmology viable [8–12].
First, the result must be extended to the Lorentzian con-
text. Second, spinfoam cosmology is based on the idea of
approximating the spinfoam sum with its value on sim-
ple graphs and two-complexes. Is this expansion viable?
The graph used so far is the dipole graph [13–16] given
by N = 2 nodes of equal valency (or degree) d = 4. This
graph has a nice geometrical interpretation, being the
simpler graph that can be associated to the triangulation
of a 3-sphere. What happens if we use a different graph?
In general, the choice of the graph determines the num-
ber of degrees of freedom taken into account; in the semi-
classical limit of a homogeneous isotropic configuration
these should not matter. How is the spinfoam cosmology
transition amplitude modified by using a different graph,
namely adding more links and/or more nodes?
I address some of these issues: I generalize spinfoam
cosmology to an arbitrary regular graph with many nodes
and many links, and to the Lorentzian framework. I show
that the semiclassical behavior of the model is the same
as in the Euclidean and it is independent from the graph
chosen. The transition amplitude turns out to be mod-
ified just by a global factor, in a way much similar to
what happens for Regge calculus [17].
This result supports the idea that the graph expan-
sion is consistent in spinfoam cosmology and indicates
that quantum correction to the Friedmann dynamics in
spinfoam cosmology are not given by more complicated
graphs, but rather to subleading terms in the semiclas-
sical, large volume, limit. I refer only to graphs on the
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boundary, while I do not address in this paper the issue
of refining the two-complex in the bulk (for a discussion
about this see [18]).
In this paper I discuss a covariant quantum cosmol-
ogy defined from the full quantum gravity theory in the
spinfoam formalism. A different approach has been re-
cently explored [19–25] starting from the Hamiltonian
constraint of Loop Quantum Cosmology and defining a
path integral, that mimics the expansion in spinfoam.
The two approach should hopefully converge.
In the next section I compute the Lorentzian
EPRL/FK/KKL transition amplitude in the homoge-
neous and isotropic case for a general abstract graph.
In Sec. III I introduce the cosmological constant in or-
der to study the resulting Friedmann equation. Finally,
in Sec. IV, I briefly discuss two special cases of this am-
plitude: the dipole with many links and the 4-simplex-
boundary, given by the complete graph on five nodes Γ5.
II. TRANSITION AMPLITUDE
The EPRL/FK/KKL spinfoam amplitude has the form
ZC =
∑
jf ,ve
∏
f
(2jf + 1)
∏
v
Av(jf , ve). (1)
where Av(jf , ve) = 〈jf , ve|Av〉 is the vertex amplitude in
the spin network basis. (See [1] for an introduction to
this formalism and full definitions.)
I use the coherent states[26–28]
ψH`(U`) =
∫
SU(2)N
dgn
∏
l∈Γ
Kt( gs(`) U` g
−1
t(`) H
−1
` ) (2)
as boundary states for the transition amplitudes. They
are defined by an integral on SU(2), so that the states
are gauge invariant, and by the heat kernel Kt on SU(2)(
U` ∈ SU(2)
)
, analytically continued to SL(2,C). This
is a function concentrated on the origin of the group, with
a spread1 of order 1/t in j. These states are labelled by
one element H` ∈ SL(2,C) for each link. This can be
written as
H` = D
(j)(R~ns(`)) e
−iz` σ32 D(j)(R−1~nt(`)) . (3)
where R~n ∈ SU(2) is some fixed choice of rotation matrix
that rotates the unit vector pointing in the (0, 0, 1) direc-
tion into the unit vector ~n, and D(j)(R~ns) is its represen-
tation j. The geometrical interpretation is the following
[29, 30]. The two vectors ~ns and ~nt represent the nor-
mals to the face `, in the two polyhedra bounded by this
face. The complex number z` codes the intrinsic and the
1 The parameter t, called the Heat-kernel time, is taken here with
the dimension of an action. The coherent states became classical
for small values of this parameter.
extrinsic geometry at the face. More precisely the imag-
inary part of z` is proportional to the area of the face of
the triangulation dual to the link `. The real part of z` is
determined by the holonomy of the Ashtekar connection
along the link [31].
I focus on the evaluation of the single vertex amplitude
Av. When evaluated in the (holomorphic) basis of the
coherent states (2), the amplitude is
W (H`) = 〈Av|ψH`〉 (4)
this can be written as [32–35]:
W (H`) =
∫
SL(2,C)
N−1∏
n=1
dGn
L∏
`=1
Pt(H`, G`) (5)
where
Pt(H`, G`) =
∑
j`
(2j`+1)e
−2t~j`(j`+1)
× Tr[D(j`)(H`)Y †D(γj`,j`)(G`)Y] . (6)
D(j)(H`) is simplyD
(j)(R~ns(`))D
(j)(e−iz`
σ3
2 )D(j)(R−1~nt(`)) .
G` = Gs(`)G
−1
t(`) is the product of the SL(2,C) group
elements at the source and target nodes, extremals of
each oriented link `, and D(γj`,j`)(G`) is its representation
matrix. Finally, Y is a map from the representation (j)
of SU(2) to the representation (γj`, j`) of SL(2,C). (We
denote with γ the Barbero-Immirzi parameter.)
I want to evaluate this expression in the homogeneous
and isotropic case. This corresponds to restricting the
study to regular graphs [36], so that the distribution of
the degrees of the nodes is uniform (all the nodes have
the same valence). The requirement of homogeneity and
isotropy fixes ~ns, ~nt as the normals to the faces of the
geometrically regular cellular decomposition dual to the
graph, and implies that all the z` elements in H` are
equal: z` = z. Furthermore, on a homogeneous isotropic
space the real part of z is the sum of two terms [37]
Re z = θ(γK + Γ) , (7)
where K and Γ are the scalar coefficients of respectively
the extrinsic curvature and the spin connection, that en-
ter in the definition of the Ashtekar-Barbero connection
written in the homogeneous gauge. On a compact space,
Γ = 1, and θ and is the angle between two 4d normals
of the two adjacent polyhedra (the isotropy requires that
this is the same for every couple of normals) and K is
proportional to the time derivative of the scale factor.
With these assumptions, any homogeneous isotropic
coherent state on any regular graph is described by a
single complex variable z, whose imaginary part is pro-
portional to the area of each regular face of the cellular
decomposition (and it can be put in correspondence with
the total volume) and whose real part is related to the ex-
trinsic curvature [38]. I denote this state as ψH`(z), and
the state on two copies of the regular graph, obtained
2
tensoring the initial and a final homogeneous isotropic
states, as ψH`(z,z′) = ψH`(z) ⊗ ψH`(z′).
The classical Hamilton function of a homogeneous
isotropic cosmology is the difference between two bound-
ary terms. With the cosmological constant Λ it gives
SH =
∫
dt (aa˙2 +
Λ
3
a3)
∣∣∣
a˙=±
√
Λ
3 a
=
2
3
√
Λ
3
(a3fin − a3in).(8)
where a is the scale factor and a˙ its time derivative.
Therefore at the first order in ~ the quantum transition
amplitude factorizes:
W (afin, ain) = e
i
~ SH(afin,ain) = W (afin)W (ain) . (9)
The same happens for the spinfoam amplitude
〈W |ψH`(zfin,zin)〉 = W (zfin, zin) = W (zfin)W (zin)(10)
where
W (z) =
∫ N−1∏
n=1
dGn
L∏
`=1
Pt
(
H`(z) , G`
)
. (11)
The integration is on the group elements Gn ∈ SL(2,C),
one for each node n. We are interested in this quantity
in the limit in which the imaginary part of z of large,
namely in the large volume limit.
Let us start by studying (6) when the imaginary part
of z is large. In the trace there is
D(j)(e−iz
σ3
2 ) =
∑
m
e−izm |m〉〈m| . (12)
For Im z  1 (large area) in this sum the term m = j
dominates, therefore
D(j)(e−iz
σ3
2 ) ≈ e−izj |j〉〈j| (13)
where |j〉 is the the eigenstate of L3 with maximum eigen-
value m = j in the representation j. Inserting this result
into (6) and (11) I obtain
W (z) =
∫ N−1∏
n=1
dGn
L∏
`=1
∑
j`
(2j`+1)e
−2t~j`(j`+1)−iz`j`
× 〈j`|D(j`)(R−1~nt )Y †D(γj`,j`)(G`)YD(j`)(R~ns)|j`〉 .
(14)
The action of the matrix D(j` )(R~nn) on the highest
weights states is precisely the definition of the coherent
states |~n〉, so I can write
W (z) =
∫ N−1∏
n=1
dGn
L∏
`=1
∑
j`
(2j`+1)e
−2t~j`(j`+1)−iz`j`
× 〈~nt(`)| Y †D(γj` ,j` )(G`)Y |~ns(`)〉 . (15)
I can now study the SL(2,C) integral in (15) (without
fixing the j). Let us rewrite the previous expression as
W (z) =
∑
{j`}
L∏
`=1
(2j`+1) e
−2t~j`(j`+1)−izj`
×
∫ N−1∏
n=1
dGn
L∏
`=1
〈~nt(`)| Y †D(γj` ,j` )(G`)Y |~ns(`)〉 . (16)
Since the gaussian sums in the first line peak the j`’s
over large values, the integral in the second line can be
computed in the large spin regime, where it can be eval-
uated using saddle point methods. The computation of
the integral∫ N−1∏
n=1
dGn
L∏
`=1
〈ns(`)| Y †D(γj` ,j` )(G`)Y |nt(`)〉 (17)
is simplified in a spinor base, as the one introduced in
[35] and gives
H
L∏
`=1
e−
1
2 ij` θ (18)
where H is the Hessian of the logarithm of the integrand
in (17) [35] and θ is a constant determined by the nor-
mals on the faces: it is the intrinsic curvature on the
faces, coming from the spin connection in the Ashtekar
connection. I can define a new variable z˜ := z − θ, so
that the real part of z˜ is exactly the extrinsic curvature.
Using this, the ampliude becomes
W (z) =
∑
{j}
H
L∏
`=1
(2j`+1) e
−2t~j`(j`+1)−iz˜j` . (19)
Since the imaginary part of z˜ is large, we can approximate
the sum that appears in the amplitude with a Gaussian
integral. I call jo the peak value of j`, which is the same
for all `. Following the same steps as [8, 9], we can then
rewrite the amplitude (19) as
W (z) = H
∑
j
(2j+1) e−2t~j(j+1)−iz˜j
L (20)
where H, which is polynomial in j, is now taken at the
stationary point jo. Here the Hessian give a contribu-
tion NΓ that depends on the graph Γ trough its numbers
of links L and nodes N , and a characteristic term j−3o
that is independent of the graph. This is norm squared
of the Livine-Speziale coherent regular cell of size jo [3]
(recently calculated in the Lorentzian [35]). Notice that
since I have fixed the normals ~nn, degenerate contribu-
tions are not allowed (these being present, I would have
had further terms ∼ j−1o ).
The value of jo is determined by the vanishing of the
real part of the exponent in (20). This gives a condition
3
on the imaginary part of z˜ (associated to the area). When
this is large (j  1), I have
jo ∼ Im z˜/4t~ . (21)
The imaginary part of (20) is a phase that suppress the
amplitude everywhere but where the argument is zero or
a multiple of 2pi. This gives the condition
Re z˜ = 0 , (22)
Using (7), this is
θ (γK + 1)− θ = 0. (23)
Without a source (matter or the cosmological constant)
this implies K = 0, namely a˙ = 0, which is the only
solution of the Friedmann equation in this case.
The final expression of the amplitude is
W (z) =
(√
pi
t
e−
z˜2
8t~ 2jo
)L
NΓ
j3o
(24)
so that, using this and (21), I conclude
W (z) = NzL−3e−
L
2t~ z
2
(25)
where N = ( 4pit )
L/2 ( −i4t~ )
L−3NΓ. Finally, inserting into
(10) I have
W (zi, zf) = N
2 (zi zf)
L−3 e−
L
2t~ (z
2
i +z
2
f ) . (26)
This is the transition amplitude between two cosmo-
logical homogeneous isotropic coherent states, with an
arbitrary number of nodes N and a number L of links
such that the graph is regular (i.e. every node has the
same valency).
III. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT
AND FRIEDMANN EQUATION
It is useful to consider a modification of the transition
amplitude in order to compare our result in the semiclas-
sical limit beyond Minkowski space, which is the only
solution in the absence of matter and cosmological con-
stant. Following [9], let us add a cosmological constant
term in (1) as follows
ZC =
∑
jf ,ve
∏
f
(2j + 1)
∏
e
eiλve
∏
v
Av(jf , ve). (27)
where λ is a constant2 that yelds the cosmological con-
stant Λ and ve is the volume associated to an edge: in
presence of homogeneity and isotropy, all the cells are the
same and I can write ve as the volume vo of a regular cell
with faces having unit area, times j
3
2 .
2 One can equivalently introduce an effective matter by replacing
λ with a density ρ. This will be studied elsewhere.
The transition amplitude (20) becomes
Wv(z)=
∑
j
L∏
`=1
(2j`+1) H e
−2t~j`(j`+1)−iz˜j`e−iλvoj
3
2 (28)
I expand around j0 so that the new term is
iλvoj
3
2 ∼ iλvoj
3
2
o + 32 iλvoj
1
2
o δj. (29)
The first term is a constant that can be reabsorbed in the
normalization and the second contributes to the phase
such that the condition (22) becomes
Re z˜ = 32λvoj
1
2 . (30)
At the stationary point condition (21) holds so I obtain
Re z˜ = 32λvoj
1
2
o = 32λvo
√
Im z˜/4t~. (31)
This expression yields the Friedmann equation: recall
that Re z˜ ∼ a˙ and Im z˜ ∼ a2 so that, squaring the
previous equation, I obtain(
a˙
a
)2
=
Λ
3
, (32)
where Λ = 27λ2v2o/16 t~. The same result can be ob-
tained by a different technique: the transition amplitude
results to be annihilated by a Hamiltonian constraint. In
the classical limit, this is
(z˜ + 32λvoj
1
2
o )
2 + (z˜ + 32λvoj
1
2
o )2 = 0 (33)
that gives i4 Im z˜ (Re z˜ + 32λvoj
1
2
o ) = 0 . (34)
that is equivalent to (30).
Notice that I don’t obtain the curvature term k/a2 in
the full Friedmann equation(
a˙
a
)2
=
Λ
3
− k
a2
. (35)
This is because of the approximation taken in the eval-
uation of the gaussian sum. Since we ask for large j,
namely for a large distance regime, the curvature term is
neglected being a higher order in 1/j [39]. Finding a way
to relax this approximation is an urgent issue in spinfoam
cosmology: the higher order in 1/j would in fact provide
us also the first quantum corrections.
The volume vo depends on the graph used. On the
other hand, such a cosmological-constant term has been
introduced as an edge amplitude. This edge amplitude
can be viewed as a redefinition of the vertex. Possible
normalization ambiguities, coming from the introduction
of this term, can therefore be absorbed in the vertex am-
plitude [30].
The transition amplitudes presented in this work are
in fact not normalized. The arbitrary normalization of
the vertex amplitude is fixed by cylindrical consistency
[30]. Notice that the presence of many nodes enters only
4
in the term N in (26), and it can be counterbalanced by
normalizing appropriately the amplitude.
The result of this calculation is that in the limit for
large j, the support of the transition amplitude, obtained
trough the conditions on the real and the imaginary part
of z˜ that yields the Friedmann equation, is not sensitive
to the number of links or the number of nodes of the
graph used.
IV. EXAMPLES
Let us illustrate some concrete regular graphs for which
the results above apply. I illustrate two concrete ex-
amples of boundary graphs: a graph with 2 nodes and
many links, that has been used as a base for cosmolog-
ical model also in the U(N) framework [16], and the 4-
simplex formed by 5 nodes completely connected, that is
the most exploited graph in the spinfoam calculations.
Many-links dipole
u uG1 G2
:.
:.
jL
j1
FIG. 2: The graph Γ2: a “dipole” with L links.
A first generalization is given by adding more links to a
dipole graph, as in the figure above. The presence of only
2 nodes greatly simplified the calculation. In particular,
it simplifies the integration on the group elements Gn
since it is possible to define an unique integration variable
G = G1G
−1
2 . The vertex amplitude (11) becomes
Wv(z) =
∫
SL(2,C)
dG Pt(Hz , G)
L (36)
with Pt(Hz, G) as in (6). Let us perform first the inte-
gration in G by the saddle point approximation around
jo, obtaining
W (z) =
∑
j
(2j + 1) e−2t~j(j+1)−iz˜j
L NΓ2
j3o
(37)
where NΓ2 is a constant that depends on the number of
links L and can be absorbed in the normalization. Notice
that in this case the 4-dimensional normals between the
polyhedra at each nodes have to be parallel and therefore
θ = pi.
I study the support of the transition amplitude, get-
ting the condition on the real and the imaginary part of
z (23) and (21), or (31) with the cosmological constant.
Notice that these conditions do not depend on L. There-
fore the support of the amplitude doesn’t depend of the
number of links in the dipole graph. I conclude that the
vertex amplitude from the EPR/FK/KKL model, in the
homogeneous and isotropic case, bears the Friedmann
dynamics independently of the number of links in the
chosen graph.
The final result by performing the gaussian integral is
given by (25) where now NΓ = N∆.
The phase space and the canonical dynamics associ-
eted to this graph has been studied in details in the the
U(N)/spinor framework [40? –43]. It would be interest-
ing to compare the definition of the transition amplitude
in terms of the spinors with (37).
The 4-simplex graph
The 3-sphere is a natural geometry for modeling our
universe [44, 45] and the simplest non-degenerate trian-
gulation is given by the complete graph on five nodes
Γ5. The coherent states for this graph has been studied
in detail in [46]. I can apply explicitly (20) and (26) to
obtain the transition amplitude between two states that
live on such a graph.
ψfinΓ5
ψinΓ5
t
FIG. 3: Transition amplitude between two states
defined on Γ5 graphs.
In this case the transition amplitude for one connected
component is as in (36), with L = 10 and a factor NΓ5
that carries the information about the number of nodes
in the graph. The value of θ is well-know and it is equal
to arccos(−1/4).
This transition is a natural candidate to further stud-
ies in spinfoam cosmology, such as cosmological pertur-
bations theory.
V. CONCLUSIONS
I have computed the spinfoam transition amplitude for
states peaked on a homogenous and isotropic geometry,
introducing two improvements with respect to the previ-
ous works: the amplitude is now Lorentzian and it has
been generalized for every regular graph, with an arbi-
trary number of links and of nodes.
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The oscillating phases of the amplitude suppresses the
sum everywhere but where the imaginary part of the ex-
ponent vanishes: this gives a condition on the real part
of z (i.e. on the area). The gaussian sum is peaked on
the maximum of the real value of the exponent, and this
give a condition on the imaginary part of z (i.e. on the
extrinsic curvature). These two conditions together yield
the Friedmann equation.
In particular, these conditions holds independently of
the number of nodes or the number of links that are
present in the graph: this is the main result presented
in the paper. This shows that the results obtained in
the previous works are robust with respect to different
choices of graph on which the boundary states are de-
fined.
I have evaluated the amplitude before performing the
gaussian integral in j: this allows to study its periodicity.
The gaussian integral is usually performed in the large j
limit, in a way that washes away most of the quantum
effects such as the periodicity of W (z) in the real part of
z (associated to the extrinsic curvature). This is particu-
larly interesting in relation with the µ¯-scheme that is used
in loop quantum cosmology [47]. The difference between
the “old” scheme and the “new” µ¯ quantization scheme
can be looked from the perspective of which fundamen-
tal variable emerges as periodic after the quantization:
for the former it is the time derivative of the scale fac-
tor a˙, for the latter it is the Hubble rate a˙/a. Different
quantization schemes have been proposed in loop quan-
tum cosmology, but the µ¯ one seems to give the most
robust predictions [48]. It is therefore highly desirable
to see a convergence of canonical and covariant formal-
ism by finding a periodicity in the Hubble rate in the
amplitude. The present formulation of the spinfoam am-
plitude seems to give instead a periodicity in a˙. This
does appear to affect the classical large-distance behav-
ior in this context, but it questions the regime of validity
of the approximations taken, when quantum corrections
are concerned. In which regime does the truncation taken
correctly describes the quantum corrections, and where
should it be modified in order to match the µ¯-scheme
approximation? Work is in progress to study these ques-
tions, for instance considering averaging over many nodes
or graph-changing transitions.
An important open issue is to compute the corrections
that appear when considering more than one vertex in
the spinfoam. We are not interested in a mere sequence
of edges and vertex, because it has to be equivalent to
a single vertex [49]. We would like to have instead spin-
foam faces spanning from the initial to the final states
and carrying the correlations between the two states (see
FIG. 4). For consistency, these higher order spinfoams
should not affect the the large j limit of the amplitude.
ψfinΓ
ψinΓ
r r
r r
t
r r
r r
t
tt
t...≡ 6=
r r
r rt
t
r r rr r
FIG. 4: The two images on the left represent transition
amplitudes at the first order in the vertex expansion.
The third graph is an example of higher order
transition.
Then, it would be of great importance to explore quan-
tum effects by going beyond the large-j regime. In the
low-j regime, we expect the dynamics to depends on the
graph. Finally, we would like to explore different schemes
to obtain the semiclassical limit, such as the double scal-
ing limit γ → 0, j → ∞ where the physical area is kept
constant [35, 50].
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